
April 21, 2014 

South Dakota Public Utilities Commissions 
500 East Capitol 
Pierre, SD 57501 

To Whom It May Concern: 

RECEIVED 
APR 2 4 2014 

SOUTH DAKOTA PUBLIC 
UTILITIES COMMISSION 

Subject: Black Hills Power and Light Rate Increase 

I was disturbed to hear and read that Black Hills Power and Light has applied for a rate 
increase to help them offset the expenses they incurred from the October 4, 2013 blizzard 
and to re-build some new power plants. 

As someone who has prepared hospital budgets, I feel that Black Hills Power needs to 
look to see where they maybe able to decrease their operating costs such as employment 
benefits and salary increases and cut some very unnecessary expenses. 

It was not very long ago that our rate per kilowatt was increased significantly and now 
they want to increase it again? In 2011 for one month we paid a sum of $224.97 for 
2,850 kilowatts of power which was for 33 days compared to one month in 2013 for 
2,878 kilowatts for 31 days a sum of$302.30 a difference of$77.33. 

We have the Rancher's Relief Fund to help offset their income and now we are looking at 
paying a percentage to help Black Hills Power offset some of their costs due to the 
blizzard? Who helps the other consumers? I know of people who had to pay between 
$2,000.00 and $3,000.00 due to the October blizzard so I thoroughly hope that the PUC 
will not allow Black Hills Power and Light to increase their proposed increase in their 
rates. 

Gr you 
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Gary Hanson, Chairperson 
Chris Nelson, Vice Chairperson 
Kristie Fiegen, Commissioner 

April 29, 2014 

Pat Conger 
 

 

Dear Pat: 

PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
500 East Capitol A venue 

Pierre, South Dakota 57501-5070 
www.puc.sd.gov 

Capitol Office 
(605) 773-320 l 

1-866-757-603 1 fax 

Grain Warehouse 
(605) 773-5280 

(605) 773-3225 fax 

Consumer Hotline 
1-800-332-1782 

This is in response to your letter received on April 24, 2014 regarding Black Hills Power's rate increase request 
to offset expenses incuned from the October 4, 2013 blizzard and the building of new power plants. 

On March 31, 2014, BHP filed an application seeking recovery of generation plant costs as well as in far lesser 
measure, storm Atlas costs. This filing requests a 9.27 percent increase in electric revenues. Whether or not any 
increase is justified remains to be determined as the commission has just begun work on the case. Commission 
staff and commissioners are separately analyzing this rate case and the many documents and spreadsheets filed, 
in addition to other information staff and commissioners will request be submitted by BHP for review. Any 
other parties or intervenors in the case will also analyze the case on their own behalf. The investigation and 
processing of a rate case can take up to a year. 

On March 21, 2011, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency issued National Emission Standards for coal
fueled power plants. The deadline to comply with these new regulations is March 21, 2014. These new 
regulations brought with them significant costs and impacts to power suppliers which may be passed on to 
consumers with commission oversight. As a result of this, BHP analyzed the economics of whether to continue 
operating coal plants it owned and install environmental retrofits at significant expense or retire the plants and 
replace them with new power generation at significant expense. The utility had to choose one of these options in 
order to comply with the new EPA rules. 

BHP and other utilities in the state have relied upon coal as a primary energy source. Now, consumers and rates 
across the state and the country are being affected by these federal mandates. The commissioners and staff 
understand rate increases are not welcomed by consumers, and none of us wish to see increased utility rates for 
South Dakotans. However, the commission must carefully review rate filings and process them in accordance 
with state law. Since BHP is a regulated public utility, the utility is subject to numerous state laws including 
those that determine what expenses are appropriate or allowed to be passed on to ratepayers. State law delegates 
the regulation of these public utilities to the commission. The commission must process a filed rate increase to 
determine what percentage increase, if any, is just and reasonable to be in compliance with state law. Simply 
saying no to a rate increase, regardless of utility company justification, is not an appropriate, lawful response by 
the commission. 
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As this case is investigated, staff analysts review BHP's employee salaries and benefits as well as numerous 
other utility expenses. Keep in mind that the commission oversees BHP and BHP is only one of the entities 
owned by Black Hills Corporation and its shareholders. However, the commission does not have regulatory 
authority over BHC and how this much larger entity operates or what it offers as salary and benefits to its 
employees. BHC owns several business entities, some with government oversight similar to what the 
commission has over BHP, and some with limited if any regulatory oversight. 

The commission will also be looking at storm costs in order to determine which ones, if any, are appropriate for 
consumers of the utility to fund via rates. A public utility such as BHP is allowed by law to recover costs from 
its customers as long as the expenses are just and reasonable, and in alignment with the laws that regulate the 
utility. 

I appreciate receiving your comments and welcome you to follow along as this docket is processed. You can 
review documents filed and posted on our web site. This docket, ELI 4-026, can be found by going to 
www.puc.sd.gov and clicking on Commission Actions, Commission Dockets, Electric Dockets, and 2014, then 
scrolling down the list of electric dockets. Your comment will be added to the docket. You may also wish to 
read the Electric Rate Increase Requests guide found on our site's home page. 

Sincerely, 

4a d~ Gary~on 
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